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Court of Cuiaba 
 

Background 

Court of Cuiaba is a state court of MatoGrosso State, Brazil.  
This is a state court of justice where are departments and angencies  
that work in judging civil, criminal, and family causes. The facility is  
looking for HD surveillance to secure the premises including building  
and parking lot.  
 

Solutions  

This court covers large area; therefore, GKB totally proposed 41 * GKB  
D02 (Indoor 1.3MP network camera with PoE) and 9 * GKB DZ260  
(Outdoor 26X Optical high speed dome) to secure the premises.  
GKB also supplied free NVR10, a professional network video recording  
software for this project. The software is installed in several servers for recording different groups of 
network cameras. A central client software, Viewer11, is supplied to connect to different  
recording server for video playback and downloading. 
 
The state of MatoGrosso has a plan to expand the same category of cameras over the state courts; 
as a result, GKB proposed also Eserver for central alarm monitoring in the long run. Eserver provides 
the fastest and most reliable alarm notification up to 500 network cameras per server installed state 
wide.  

 

Benefits 
Using GKB Diplomat solution is very economical. The free NVR10 recording software allows end users 
to achieve high definition surveillance solution with minimum investment in recording. The powerful 
NVR10 recording software allows the Court to expand the number of surveillance camera in the long 
run without additional license fee. Even in the long run when the court decides to install same 
category of cameras in statewide court, GKB Eserver helps the State HQ to do the fastest and most 
reliable alarm monitoring without requesting high bandwidth investment.  
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